NEDAA - Elders Messages

( .//4" video, 1980s, N.N.B.Y., colour, sound, 23 min. 42 sec.
This program consists of a number of short segments each of which
features a particular Yukon elder delivering a personal message to the
Yukon native community. Common themes in the messages are pleas
that the younger generation refrain from drinking alcohol and that they
listen to and learn from the elders.
Archives has one 3/4" video master designated for storage and one 1/2"
VHS viewing copy. VHS and Beta circulating copies are available at the
A/V Unit.
Subject headings:

Indians of North America- Yukon TerritoryPersonal narratives; Indians of North AmericaYukon Territory- Social conditions
Video Numbe.f': V-174
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DETAILED LISTING SHEET .
Program Title: NEDAA- Elders Messages
Time/Footage

Description

0:00

Sam and Lucy Peter title
· frame

0:04

Sam Peter introduces
himself and talks about
his traditional native
upbringing

0:32

Lucy Peter introduces
herself and tells people to
be good to each other and
to learn from the elders

1:32

Charlie Chief title frame

1:37

Chart ie Chief tells people
to refrain from drinking
alcohol

c

Format (Colour/
bw I mag/opt/ s i 1) ·
colour, sound
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2:39

Lucy Wren title frame

2:44

Lucy Wren talks about the
need to teach traditional
native bush skills and to
speak native languages .to
the young

3:57

Dora Wedge title frame ·
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4:02

Dora Wedge introduces
herself and tells the young
to refrain from drinking
alcohol and to learn from
the elders

5:49

Andy Smith title frame

5:54

Andy Smith talks about the
problem of drinking alcohol
among the young, his family,
and the need to have good
values

7:08

Susie Skookum title frame

7:13

Susie Skookum tells people
to refrain from drinking
alcohol

c 8:44
8:49

Rowena Lord tells the young
.to take care of themselves

10:00

joe Henry title frame

10:05 _

joe Henry tells a historical
anecdote about a battle
between two native gro-u ps

11:35

Rachel Thompson title frame

11:40

Rachel Thompson talks about
the problem of suicide among
the young

. 13:09

l

Rowena Lord title frame

Virginia Smarch title frame

.,
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( :13:14

15:24
_, 15:29

c

Virginia Smarch introduces
herself and tells the young to
do their work a.S best they can
Jessie Joe title frame
Jessie joe talks about the
need for the young to listen
to their parents

17:20

Liza Maggum title frame

17:25

Liza Maggum introduces
herself and talks about the
need for the young to
listen to the elders

18:17

Anne Szabo title frame

18:22

Anne Szabo introduces
herself and talks about the
need for children to help
their elderly parents and the
social effects of drinking
alcohol

20:27

Elizabeth Neiman title frame
'-..

(_

20:32

Elizabeth Neiman tells a leg_end
and talks about her relationship
with her mother-in~ law

22:42

Clara Donnesay title frame

22:47

Clara Donnesay introduces
herself and talks about the
social effects of drinking
alcohol

23:42

End

